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Letter toTHE TRADE
To the retailers, suppliers, and employees that
make Burke Distributing what it is today,

I

AM VERY PROUD TO INTRODUCE YOU TO OUR
shiny new publication, Heady Times, just in time
for the holidays! This publication, meant to be
used as a selling tool for both our sales force and
for our retailers, will be the first of its kind in the
Greater Boston area. We are very proud to not only
create a new bar for three-tier communication tools,
but also to set that bar incredibly high. It is one of
the many exciting new opportunities that comes
from repositioning ourselves in the Boston market,
and it is innovation like this which helps us to be
a market leader in Massachusetts. Thanks to the
tireless efforts of our Communications Specialist,
Courtney Medlin, our Director of Marketing, Steve
Shaughnessy, and the brand management team in
Sales, we will be doing exactly that.

“I would like to extend my family’s best
wishes to all during this holiday season…
all the while doing our best… in the spirit
of mirth and merriment!”
Inside of this issue, you will see a note from me (which you are reading), a
feature article, information about new and seasonal items from our suppliers,
interviews with our retailers, and articles from beer bloggers and industry experts
about what is going on in the market. We will also offer industry perspective for
retailers from experts across the country. It is a quarterly publication that will be
mailed to you directly, and we encourage you to share it with your customers,
friends, and family members.
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With that background given, I will now leave you to look through the rest
of the issue. We welcome any and all feedback, and hope that you are as
excited about the potential of this as we are! I would like to extend my family’s
best wishes to all during this holiday season, and hope that everyone will be
celebrating in the same way that we do: surrounded by those we love, taking
time to reflect on what we are thankful for and on the exciting challenges to
come with the new year, all the while doing our best to both professionally and
personally deplete our inventory in the spirit of mirth and merriment!
Cheers,

William G. Burke
President

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Burke Distributing Corporation.
Follow @BostonPours

CoverSTORY
MillerCoors Sales Leader Kevin Doyle
Talks About Getting to Growth
The executive cites the launch of Henry’s Hard Soda as an example of his
company’s leadership position in the beer industry.

T

HERE’S BEEN A LOT GOING ON AT
MillerCoors lately. New leadership, the
acquisition of California craft brewery Saint
Archer, new agencies and the launch of Henry’s
Hard Soda in January. That’s just for starters.
In addition, MillerCoors has set its sights high with
a big ambition during these challenging times: To
grow total volume.
At the tip of the spear is MillerCoors’s new
President of Sales & Distribution Kevin Doyle. This
former chief customer officer is the quintessential
hands-on insider, known for his practical
perspective and ability to craft “solutions” that translate into increased
sales. His approach to business is captured by his four-word mantra –
simplify, prioritize, execute and accountability.
Heady Times dialed up Doyle at his Chicago office for a chat. This is
what he had to say.

Getting to Growth
“Gavin’s [Gavin Hattersley, newly minted CEO of MillerCoors] call for
growth is incredibly inspiring. And it’s the right ambition. It’s not going to
happen overnight, but we are working to make that happen. And it starts
with our portfolio. We’re going to win with American light lagers, win with
our craft brands, and win with new innovation.
When I talk to people who aren’t a part of the beer
industry about what’s going on in the marketplace, I
tell them that the combined sales of Coors Light and
Miller Lite are still three times larger than all of craft.
Most of them are naturally very surprised to hear
that. They know that craft has been taking share and
that is absolutely true, but the light beer category
is, and will always be relevant because there are so
many occasions when light beer is what people want
to drink. I am completely confident in saying that
American light lagers have forever staying power.
Speaking of Coors, Coors Banquet in the stubby
bottle is doing very well in both the on and offpremise. Consumers, young and old, are definitely
attracted to that beer’s authenticity.
As for craft, we’ve got the No. 1 craft brand in the
country with Blue Moon Belgian White, which just
turned 20 this year. Twenty years of growth – that’s
phenomenal! And Leinie’s created a shandy and
remains far and away the leader, even though more
and more competitors are coming out.

Redd’s Apple Ale is proof that we are
successful innovators. Year to date that
brand family is growing double digits. And
I’m really excited about launching Henry’s
Hard Soda in January. Our first two flavors
are ginger ale and orange. It’s only 4.2%
ABV and made with natural flavors and real
cane sugar. It will be sold alongside other
FMBs. This product should appeal to legal
drinking age millennials and other important
consumer groups, like Gen X men and
women who want something different, a bit
more sophisticated. We’ve had our eye on
the hard soda category for some time [Not
Your Father’s Root Beer is technically an
ale] and we are going to take the lead in
this new category.
We’ve got our sales teams focused on a
handful of priorities – doubling down on
chains, taking back the on-premise, winning
in independent c-stores & neighborhood
retail distributors and building revenue
management capabilities.
I believe we will get to growth but we’ve
got work to do. On-premise is a perfect
example. It’s hard because we’re
seeing accounts take off Blue
Moon or Coors Light or Miller
Lite on tap and replace them
with niche crafts that don’t turn.
I get crazy when a retailer tells
me that he doesn’t sell Blue
Moon anymore because it sells
too well. We’ve been able to
turn the tide by ‘Building with
Beer’, which shows a bar
owner how much money
they’re losing when they
take off one of our handles.
People love those beers
and they ask for them by
name – why take them off?
Sure, MillerCoors is making
changes, but I can tell you
what’s not going to change
and that is our drive to be
leaders in beer.”
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.1
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Chris Lohring
Notch Brewing

C

HRIS LOHRING, A BREWING INDUSTRY VETERAN AND
professional brewer since 1993, founded Notch Brewing
in 2010. Chris was the co-founder and head brewer of
Boston’s Tremont Brewery and attended the Siebel Institute of
Technology, the nation’s oldest brewing school.
Notch
Notch was the first beer company devoted entirely to session beer,
and was at the forefront of educating and developing what is now
a very large and fast growing category of craft beer. Notch brews an array
of session beer styles, with a strong focus on traditional Czech lagers.
Notch beers were original available in draft and bottles, but moved
to cans and draft two years ago, including 6 and 12 packs. It was a
significant move for the brewery, as sales increased dramatically. Session
beer in a can makes perfect sense, as activities that are best suited for
session beer are also often best suited for canned beer, like trips to the
beach or the pool, boating, playing golf, etc…
Notch has two year-round beers, Session Pils and Left of the Dial IPA, as
well as three seasonals, Black Lager (winter) Saison (spring) and the new
summer wheat beer, Infinite Jest. Additionally, a new draft-only beer hits
the market every five weeks.
Brewery & The Boston market
Chris has brewed Notch beers at multiple locations, including the Ipswich
Brewery and Two Roads Brewery, and in the spring of 2016 a dedicated
Notch Brewery will open in Salem, MA. The brewery will produce beers
for offsite sales (cans and draft) as well as for onsite consumption in the
Notch Tap Room and Beer Garden. Located in historic downtown Salem,
the brewery will be adjacent to the South River and easily accessible
from the Salem Ferry and MBTA Commuter Rail.
With the influx of new breweries in the greater Boston area, consumers
are gravitating towards local brews in a way never before seen in the
market. With that interest comes the desire to get to know more about
the brewery and to experience the beers in the location in which they
are brewed. The Notch Brewery and Tap Room will provide not only a
fun way to sample dozens of session beer styles, but also to see the
unique brewing processes and equipment Chris will be using, including
a traditional decoction brew-house, open and closed fermentation,
horizontal lagering tanks, true British cask-conditioning, German gravity
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dispense, and a draft system imported from
the Czech Republic, all of which will allow a
wide variety of beer to be produced.
Session beer
While session beer has dominated the
craft beer conversation for the last year, it
was virtually unheard of in 2010. Today,
session beer has gained a large following
for a simple yet compelling reason: it is a
great option when higher ABV beers could
be unwise. And Notch has distanced itself
from other breweries by producing over 35
session beer styles to date - a bit more of
a selection than the now standard Session
IPA. In fact, Notch’s best selling beer is
original session lager - a Czech Session
Pils. Notch’s salute to the unfiltered pale
lagers of the Czech Republic, Session Pils
has a crisp, herbal, hoppy flavor that is built
for multiple pints.
Chris and his team have also brought the
classic farmhouse beer—Saison—back to
its roots, introducing a spring seasonal that
has been brewed to the original Saison
strength and with the traditional focus on
local ingredients. This refreshing beer
has a lower alcohol content than what is
normally seen in today’s modern Saison,
and the wheat used to make Notch Saison
is malted by Valley Malt in Hadley, MA.

On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Grafton Group

W

HEN YOU VISIT HARVARD SQUARE,
you enter an area of Cambridge rich in
history, education and today, a thriving
neighborhood filled with restaurants and bars that
would allow visitors and residents to experience
something new every night. Amongst these thriving
businesses are four restaurant-bar establishments
that have been changing the way Harvard Square
dines out since 1996. Grafton Group opened their
flagship restaurant, Grafton Street, with Patrick Lee
and business partners, Peter Lee, Sean Kennedy
and Gerry Sheerin at the helm; over the past 19
years, they have continued to build their hospitality
family with Temple Bar in 1998, Russell House in
PARK Restaurant & Bar in Cambridge
2010 and PARK in 2012. While each location is
independent of one another as far as menu and
design, the consistent warmth and timeless character that runs
through them all makes it clear that each is a part of the Grafton
Group. Later this year, they will open their first Boston property,
State Street Provisions.
What makes these restaurants stand out from the rest? Their
unique understanding of how their guests want to experience a
night out. Today’s consumers are not just ordering drinks, they
want to know more about where the beer came from and what
ingredients make the flavor the way it is. Lee says, “The industry is
very exciting right now. Local breweries continue to open and many
of them are producing beers that are challenging our guests to try
new styles.”
Each Grafton Group restaurant is an example of how both the group
and the Harvard Square community has changed over time. PARK is
their take on today’s neighborhood bar as it is both eclectic but also
upscale with four distinct dining spaces within the one restaurant.
This location features “Cask Beer Thursday” where a new cask is
tapped every Thursday afternoon like Otter Creek Dry Hopped Cask.
Because it is a weekly selection, planning ahead means having strong
communication between PARK and their Burke Sales Representative
and product knowledge of what is coming in that fits the need of the
program. Guests are updated on what is being tapped next from PARK’s
social media channels. In addition cask beer, PARK stocks its bar with
fourteen local beers on draft and a large selection of can and bottle
beers. The draft and bottle selections rotate weekly depending on the
season and what products are available. Lee says, “As guests become
more acquainted with different styles of beer, they are more willing to
try different breweries and new styles from producers they trust.” Part of
that trust comes from Grafton Group educating staff about the products,
from style to flavor with special attention to beer and food pairings. PARK
has hosted beer pairings that start with products and tasting notes from
Burke and then are used by Culinary Director Mark Goldberg to build his
pairing menu for guests to experience.
Communication with guests has evolved in the hospitality industry since
Grafton Street opened nineteen years ago. Social media is not just a way
for guests to communicate about their experience or a digital specials

board but is a way for guests to interact
with their restaurant teams about what they
are passionate about and, “gives the guests
better understanding of our restaurants.”
On Twitter alone, the Grafton Group shares
everything from event information to menu
specials with more than 12,000 guests
daily.
“Grafton Group has enjoyed a strong
partnership with Burke Distributing for
over twenty years. Now more than ever
it is imperative to work with distributors
who not only have strong, longstanding
relationships with reputable breweries but
are also actively forging relationships with
new players. Burke Distributing does both
of these things – over the years they have
helped keep our beer programs fresh by
introducing us to brand new breweries, as
well as recent releases from old favorites.”
With their newest addition to their group
opening later this year, Grafton Group
will continue to make their mark on how
Bostonians eat and drink.
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.1
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Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Huntington Wine & Spirits

H

UNTINGTON WINE & SPIRITS IN THE NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY/
Back Bay area of Boston is a neighborhood destination with as
much history as forward-thinking ingenuity.

You get the sense when talking to the owner, Steve Rubin that he cares
about more than just his own business. He cares about that, too (and
it shows with his immaculately kept and innovatively designed store)
but much of what he first talks about when asked about his business
is the history of the area, the sense of community that exists in the
neighborhood, and that passion he has found in helping support similarly
small, independent businesses like his own.
Pride in its history and tradition
The roots of Huntington Wine & Spirits trace back to the 1920s, when
Steve’s grandparents started an Italian grocery and specialty store in the
North End. In 1936, his uncle and two partners opened a new store in the
place where the shop currently stands, and as such, Huntington Wine &
Spirits is one of the oldest continuously operating stores in Boston, as well
as one of the oldest family-owned businesses in the city. It was originally
called Huntington Market and was known for its artisanal meats, groceries,
and alcohol, but Steve bought out his uncle’s partners and changed the
name to what it is today when he came on board 25 years ago.
History is important to Steve: not just his family’s three generations of
history running the store on Huntington Ave, but also the history of the
building itself, of the neighborhood it is located in, and of the changes that
have made this area what it is today. The area has changed dramatically
in the nearly eighty years that his family has been running the business:
“thinking about what it was like in the 1970s and what it is today is
like night and day,” Steve said. The change, as he recounts, has been
unbelievable: the streets today are cleaner, the neighborhood has become
more upscale, and even the street’s name, Huntington Avenue, was
recently changed by the city to Avenue of the Arts to reference the many
museums and art schools that run up and down its path.
Steve and his family are very active in the neighborhood organizations,
and beyond the physical presence of their store in the area, they are
very much a part of that particular community, themselves. Both he
and his son, Sam, are Northeastern graduates (classes of ‘80 and ‘14,
respectively), and his son was even given overflow student housing one
year in the tall YMCA building across the street from the store. They know
the neighborhood, and the neighborhood knows them.
The educated consumers
The customers at Huntington Wine & Spirits comprise a very wide
demographic. The majority (Steve estimates about 60%) are students from
the wide variety of schools in the area. He finds that they are asking for
higher quality, more flavorful products than generations in the past. He
calls them “the fruit forward generation.” This is a trend not only in beer,
but also in liquor and wine. He recognizes that he has some of the most
educated consumers out there because of the store’s location, and as a
result, what he sells is less price-driven; “Money is not an object like it
used to be,” he notes.
When asked about his current stars, Steve noted: “I love a good $10.99
6-pack: that’s what’s great about the industry right now.” Not Your Father’s
Root Beer, ciders and craft beer in particular are on fire, and bourbon,
4
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Third generation of the Rubin family, Sam Rubin

Fireball, and flavored vodkas (especially
raspberry) continue to lead in the spirits.
Flavor profiles are very important, especially
now that there is not the same kind of
loyalty towards brands that there was
with generations past. He also finds that
beers that are attached to a cause (ones
that donate a portion of their profits to a
charitable organization, for example) do
incredibly well: another unique characteristic he
has identified in his Generation Y consumers.
In order to meet the needs of his
consumers, he hosts 6-8 tastings each week
of liquor, wine, and beer. This is an area that
he would like to see expand on all levels.
“When you have such educated consumers,
you need more than just displays and
samplings.” Seminars for consumers and
employees, for example, could prove to be
tremendously impactful. With the holiday
upon us, his focus is on pairings—something
he notes that the beer industry needs to do
a better job with.
Huntington Wine and Spirits also has
a strong presence on social media
(especially Twitter) to foster direct lines
of communication with their customers.
Because Huntington Wine and Spirits is such
a part of the neighborhood, he still finds that
good old-fashioned flyers work to get people
into the store as well.
The strategy
According to Burke’s off-premise manager,
Jeff Haynes, “Huntington Wine & Spirits has
consistently been ahead of the curve in the
way the store is laid out. They were one of
the first stores in Boston to organize the
floor by category, making it very shopable.”

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
In navigating the political environment of working with
multiple distributors and multiple suppliers, Steve said
that he works hard to give all his distributors equal
space and to foster close relationships with his suppliers.
Among others, he has a very good rapport with Boston
Beer Company, so much so that they use Huntington
Wine & Spirits as an example of what good displays look
like for new BBC reps. Fostering strong relationships with
suppliers has helped him to this day.
What makes a distributor great, in his eyes, is on-time
deliveries, veteran delivery and sales personnel,
marketing and merchandising support, and supplier
participation in all aspects. A tall order, but one which
Burke is certainly always striving to fill!
The future
When asked about the future, Steve has mixed feelings.
The proliferation of brands, while exciting on the one
hand, is almost starting to hurt the industry: there is
simply not enough shelf space. He predicts that some of
the larger suppliers will increase the pace with which they
are currently buying small craft brands.
He also predicts that in Massachusetts, the recent
change in law to allow seven liquor licenses per company
(an increase from the three that were allowed under the
previous legislation) will cause the industry to experience
unprecedented change in the next five years as big box
retailers come in from out of state. Named a Market
Watch Leader, Steve is also on the board of the MA
Package Store Association, and they plan to team up with
the MA Restaurant Association to strengthen independent
companies so that they can better compete against the
large corporate newcomers.

NewPRODUCTS
Coney Island Hard Ginger Ale
What we have behind the curtain will
amaze you! Astound you! Astonish you!
Hailing from deep in the ground in a far
off land comes an ingredient so fragrant
and so delightful that a single sip will
wash away your worries like waves
crashing on sunny shores. Feast your
eyes on Coney Island Hard Ginger Ale, a
tantalizing libation enhanced with exotic West
African ginger. ABV: 5.6% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: Year-round beginning in January

Coney Island Hard
Orange Cream Ale
Get your tickets here! It’s a small
price for a thrilling escape. Buckle up
passengers, and hang on to your hats!
Some rides are deceiving, but this one
is all there. Coney Island Hard Orange
Cream Ale is an amalgamation of orange,
vanilla, and spice inspired by the deliciously unexpected
concoctions you only find on the boardwalk. Are you tall
enough to ride? ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: Year-round beginning in January

Blue Moon First Peach Ale

While he is not so naive as to neglect preparing his
store for more competition, ultimately he believes
that independent stores like his will survive in the new
environment because they can provide better service than
big box stores. “We will have more in-depth answers about
product questions, we can spend more time meeting the
individual needs of their customers, and we can react
faster to changing tastes and new requests,” he said.

Because of the popularity of this seasonal during
its launch in 2015, Blue Moon First Peach Ale
is making a comeback in 2016! It will lead the
way for the 2016 Blue Moon seasonal beers.
Blue Moon First Peach Ale has a clear deep
amber color with an off-white head. It has a
notable peach taste with a light caramel-malt
sweetness and mild tartness. This beer pairs
well with salads, fruit salad, and peach &
vanilla desserts. ABV: 5.6% Packages: 12 oz.
bottles and draught (also available in the
Spring Sampler Pack) Availability: Year-round,
beginning in January

When asked for a major takeaway, Steve’s rung especially
true: “Everyone in this industry has to work to keep it
exciting and fun.”

Henry’s Hard Sodas
Henry’s Hard Soda is deliciously refreshing
and made with cane sugar. Available
in Ginger Ale and Orange flavors,
these taste bud-tempting hard sodas
are quite sessionable and perfect
for enjoying all year. ABV: 4.2%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and 16 oz.
cans Availability: Year-round, beginning
in late January
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.1
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NewPRODUCTS
Samuel Adams Nitro Beers
To create that distinctive nitro delivery, the new Samuel
Adams nitro cans contain a widget and the draught
(White Ale only) should be served through a nitro faucet
with the correct gas mix. Nitro beers are known for
their captivating cascade and smooth creaminess, yet
for many, nitro is solely linked to stout. Sam Adams
experimented with all sorts of styles and discovered that
nitro truly can be the missing fifth beer ingredient.

Samuel Adams Nitro White Ale
White capped and lively, the frothy white head
of this distinctive nitro brew softly cascades
into bright gold. The first sip reveals a smooth
velvety taste with a light wheat character
and hints of orange, while an undercurrent
of peppery spice adds a bright finish to leave
you wanting another sip. Smooth, yet vibrant,
the nitro adds a creaminess to the White
Ale’s wheat, while the spice and citrus keep
it vibrant without the typical CO2. ABV: 5.5%
Packages: 16 oz. nitro cans and nitro draught
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February

Samuel Adams Nitro IPA
Nitro can mute aroma and leave bitterness,
particularly in IPAs. To stand up to nitro’s
creaminess, heavy doses of dry hopping were
used to achieve the resinous pine, spice
and citrus hop character of the IPA style.
Boldly bitter, yet surprisingly smooth, a cap
of nitro creamy smoothness reveals a brawny
hop intensity beneath it. A fortitude of hop
character remains with notes of resinous
pine and citrus for a flavorful, lingering finish.
ABV: 7.5% Package: 16 oz. nitro cans only
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February

Samuel Adams Nitro Coffee Stout
The distinctive, rich and roasty coffee character
of this brew comes from two carefully selected
varieties: Indonesian Sumatra Mandheling and
European Indian Monsoon Malabar. Deeply
flavorful yet smooth, the coffee beans are
steeped in cold water to create an extraction
that is added to the stout. Darkly enticing,
smooth, velvety cream cascades into a jet black
brew revealing a rich, robust character. The
dark roasted malts create notes of bittersweet
chocolate with hints of dark fruit while the Sumatran &
Indian Monsoon Malabar coffees develop a deep roasty
dimension. ABV: 5.8% Package: 16 oz. nitro cans only
Availability: Year-round, beginning in February
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Samuel Adams
Rebel Grapefruit IPA
in Cans and Bottles
Previously available in draught only,
Rebel Grapefruit IPA will be available
in 12 oz. bottles and 16 oz. cans
this winter! This thirst-quenching IPA
is brewed with real grapefruit for an
added punch of citrusy goodness
that amplifies the tropical fruit and
citrus notes from the hops. A hint
of juiciness rounds out the bitterness
and brings a refreshing finish to
this bold, bright beer. ABV: 6.3%
Availability: Year-round, beginning
in February

Samuel Adams
Pack of Rebels: Cans
This mix case of cans offers
drinkers a taste of the Samuel
Adams Rebel family. Included
in the variety pack are: Rebel
IPA, Rouser Double IPA,
NEW Grapefruit IPA and NEW
Cascade IPA. Availability: Yearround, beginning in February

Samuel Adams Cabin Pack
Offer drinkers seasonal
variety with six Samuel
Adams beers, perfect
for the spring: Boston
Lager, a full-flavored brew
with a balance of malty
sweetness contrasted
by hop spiciness and a
smooth finish; Cold Snap, a crisp and refreshing white
ale with a blend of wheat, smooth maltiness, and hint
of spring spices; Escape Route, a combination of the
subtle fruit notes of an ale with the smooth crispness
of a lager; Noble Pils, a crisp golden lager, full of
character with all 5 Noble hops for a layered fresh and
citrusy flavor; NEW Session Ale (only available in the
variety pack), a down-to-earth ale that celebrates the
floral, bitter and slightly spicy character of Tettnanger
hops, along with more earthy notes from East Kent
Goldings and NEW Scotch Ale (Voter’s Choice, only
available in the variety pack), a full-bodied, malty ale
with roasted and chocolate malt notes and a subtle
smoky flavor, followed by a lingering, sweet finish with
distinct coffee flavors. Availability: January

NewPRODUCTS
Captain Lawrence Effortless IPA

Mike’s Hard Peach Lemonade

Effortless IPA has domestic and
imported malts that play back seat
to the loads of American grown
hops that were dumped into both
the kettle and the fermenter.
The beer is dry hopped for a
mouthwatering aroma with Mosaic
and Palisade Hops. ABV: 4.5%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: January

Previously a seasonal, Mike’s Hard Peach
Lemonade will be available year-round beginning
this spring! This flavorful FMB has an aroma
of ripe peaches with a slight tropical note.
Intense peach notes give way to a tangy
lemonade finish. ABV: 5%
Package: 11.2 oz. bottles
only Availability: Year-round,
beginning in March

Captain Lawrence IPA
This IPA is brewed with Cascade, Columbus, Citra,
Centennial and Bravo hops from the West Coast.
The robust hop aroma is from the dry hopping
process. ABV: 7% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: January

Captain Lawrence
Liquid Gold
Light golden in color but packed with
flavor, this Belgo-American ale is
bursting with the spicy aromas and
flavors created by the unique imported
yeast strain. Liquid Gold is fermented at
higher temperatures and throws off notes of
clove, banana and citrus fruit. ABV: 6.5%
Package: 12 oz. bottles
only Availability: February

Captain Lawrence
Palate Shifter
Imperial IPA
The aroma of this Imperial IPA is
bursting with a classic citrus and
pine aroma of American grown hops
including Chinook and Simcoe.
The flavor is dominated by a hoppy
bitterness with just enough malt to make you want to
take another sip. ABV: 9% Package: 12 oz. bottles
only Availability: January

Boulevard Early Coffee Riser
Early Riser combines a rich and
roasty porter with Columbian
Cauca Cajibio Estate coffee
supplied by Maps Coffee
Roasters creating an eyeopening marriage of everyone’s
two favorite brewed beverages.
ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: January

Small Town Brewery
Not Your Father’s Ginger Ale
Not Your Father’s Ginger Ale presents a
masterfully-balanced ginger and citrus
body, with hints of black current lending
complementary floral and fruity spice
notes. ABV: 5.9% Package: 12 oz.
bottles and 12 oz. cans Availability: Yearround, beginning in January

Narragansett Lovecraft
I Am Providence
Available in eye-catching, bright pink
cans, this big, bold and malty Imperial
red ale will be breaking hearts everywhere
this Valentine’s Day. The label depicts
H.P. Lovecraft’s most famous monster
(C’thulhu) strangling the Rhode Island
state house. “I AM PROVIDENCE”
is written on H.P. Lovecraft’s grave.
ABV: 8% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: February

www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.1
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NewPRODUCTS
Coronado Stingray IPA
Named after a serene Coronado shoreline
where locals soak up sun and suds, this
easy-drinking IPA will transport you to a
tropical paradise the moment it hits your
lips. Citra, Mosaic, Simcoe and Southern
Cross hops provide flavors and aromas
of tropical fruits and sun-kissed citrus
with soft accents of nectarine and peach.
ABV: 7.9% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and
draught Availability: Year-round,
beginning in January

Limited Edition Guinness
Gilroy Collectible Cans
The legendary Guinness
Draught Stout will be
available in limited edition,
collectible Gilroy cans
this winter! The special
cans celebrate the famed
Guinness campaigns of
the 1930s, 40s and 50s by artist John
Gilroy. Package: 14.9 oz. cans only
Availability: February

Coronado Merbear

Guinness The Brewers Project

A collaboration with iconic Northern
California’s Bear Republic, this rye IPA
starts with a pungent and fruity hop
character from the Amarillo, Hallertau
Blanc, Centennial and Equinox hops
and ends with a spicy malt caramel
backbone. ABV: 7.5% Packages: 22 oz.
bottles and draught Availability: Limited
quantities in February

Guinness has been brewing great beers for a long time.
This exclusive mix pack showcases the UK’s version of
Guinness Extra Stout along with two other beers that
are currently only offered in the UK. All of the recipes
used to create the beers can be tied back to the original
Brewer’s Diaries from the Guinness Archives. Included in
the collection of brews inspired by the historic recipes are
Guinness Original (the UK’s version of Guinness Extra
Stout, (4.1% ABV), a “brand new beer” from 1801. If
you were in a pub in Dublin between 1821 and 1970,
chances are, Guinness Original is the variant of Guinness
you would have been drinking. Very similar to Guinness
Extra Stout sold in the U.S., it’s hoppy, roasty and crisp
with a bittersweet finish; Guinness Dublin Porter (3.8%
ABV), referenced in the brewer’s historic diaries in 1796,
this is a sweet, smooth beer with a subtle caramel, hoppy
aroma and a burnt biscuit finish. The Guinness West
Indies Porter (6.0% ABV), inspired by a diary entry from
1801, this is the brewery’s first recorded recipe for a beer
to survive and thrive on the long sea journeys. The big,
characterful porter is brewed
with a generous amount of
hops and caramel-toffee
notes, producing a sweet,
almost chocolate aroma.
Package: 18 packs only
Availability: January

Revolution A Little Crazy
A Little Crazy has a pilsner
malt base that provides a
nice toasty flavor with hints
of caramel and enough
fermentable sugar to make
up a substantial beer. Hops
in the brew house include
Magnum, Cascade and
Citra with a dry-hop blend
of Citra and Cascade.
ABV: 6.7% Packages: 12 oz. cans and draught
Availability: January

Otter Creek Steampipe
Steampipe is a hopped-up take
on a California Common, featuring
citrus and tropical fruit hop
notes with a subtle caramelmalt backbone. ABV: 6%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and
bottles Availability: February
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NewPRODUCTS
Shipyard Blood Orange
Shipyard Blood Orange is a
crisp and refreshing Belgian
wheat ale with a subtle
orange aroma and hints
of coriander and citrus
on the finish. ABV: 5.1%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: February

Shipyard Red IPA
Shipyard Red IPA is an
American Red India Pale
Ale that features toasted
malt characters with a wellbalanced hop profile. It
has a warm, inviting ruby
red hue and finishes dry
and smooth. ABV: 5.9%
Packages: 12 oz.
bottles and draught
Availability: January

Spencer Trappist Imperial Stout
This Imperial stout
has a massive,
roasted malt-forward
take on the AngloRusso Imperial stout
tradition. Luxuriantly
frothy foam, waves of
coffee, chocolate &
caramel sensations
and a generous blend
of dark fruit flavors
give this stout an
intense and robust
flavor. ABV: 8.7% Package: 750 ml bottles only
Availability: Limited quantities in January, ask your
Sales Representative

Twisted Tea Bourbon Barrel
The newest offering from
Twisted Tea has a refreshing,
real iced tea taste with a
splash of bourbon flavor.
ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz.
bottles only
Availability: Year-round,
beginning in February

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their
specialty beers and Burke does all they can to get as
much product as possible. In addition, this publication
is compiled months prior to the decision made by the
brewery to allocate their products to the wholesaler.
Variations in production for some of these limited
release offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower
quantities than anticipated.
If you are interested in something you see in this
publication and it is out of stock when you place your
order, please contact your Burke Sales Representative
to discuss a similar option.

Blue Moon
Cinnamon Horchata Ale
Previously a seasonal beer, Cinnamon
Horchata Ale will be available yearround in 2016! This brew has a
moderate cinnamon aroma with an
assertive, clean cinnamon flavor that
starts out slightly sweet and ends slowly
with a residual cinnamon spiciness.
Cinnamon Horchata Ale is unfiltered for more
depth of flavor and a unique, hazy appearance. This
beer pairs well with semisoft cheese, vanilla and custard
desserts, anything chocolate, and crepes with apples.
ABV: 5.5% Package: 12 oz. bottles and draught (also
available in the Spring Sampler Pack) Availability: Now!

Blue Moon Brewmaster’s
Spring Seasonal Sampler
When the sun rises higher in the
sky and the ground begins to thaw,
we all look forward to the tastes
of spring. Inside the Blue Moon
Spring Sampler you’ll find: Blue
Moon First Peach Ale, a Belgianinspired brown ale with flavors of
peach and coriander, perfect to
enjoy during the transition from
winter to spring; limited-release
Vanilla Wheat Ale, brewed with vanilla, wheat and a
hint of orange peel for a slightly sweet vanilla-wafer
taste; Cinnamon Horchata Ale, made with long-grain
rice and a touch of cinnamon for a hint of spice and a
creamy finish and Belgian White Belgian-Style Wheat
Ale, brewed with coriander and Valencia orange peel for
a subtle sweetness, then balanced with oats and wheat
for a smooth finish. Availability: January
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.1
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Twisted Tea Party Pack
The new Twisted Tea
Party Pack will replace
the Twisted Tea Mixed Up
Pack. Perfect for all Twisted
Tea drinking occasions
like BBQs, Tailgates and
NASCAR, the Party Pack
includes the perfect mix
of flavors in 12 oz. cans:
Twisted Tea Original,
Half & Half, Bourbon
Barrel and Raspberry.
Availability: February

Mike’s HARDER Deadpool Cans
Mike’s Hard Lemonade is partnering with Fox Studios
to promote the spring 2016 release of Deadpool, the
highly anticipated major motion picture featuring one
of Marvel’s best-selling comics of all time. The movie,
starring Ryan Reynolds, tells the story of former Special
Forces operative, Wade Wilson, who is subjected to a
rogue experiment leaving him with accelerated healing
powers. Armed with his new abilities and a dark, twisted
sense of humor, he adopts the alter ego Deadpool
and hunts down the people who nearly destroyed his
life. To commemorate
the release of the
movie, Mike’s Harder
Lemonade cans
and 12-packs will
be emblazoned with
Deadpool graphics for a
limited time this winter.
Collect all 6 cans!
Availability: Now!

Coronado Sock Knocker
Amarillo, Centennial, Columbus and Simcoe
hops unite to produce an immensely floral,
botanical nose and a veritable explosion of
citrus and pine on the palate in the Imperial
IPA. With an even more obscene hop
overload than the brewery’s infamous Idiot
IPA, Sock Knocker is an India Pale Ale truly
deserving of its imperial crown. ABV: 8.5%
Packages: New 4-6 12 oz. bottles and
draught Availability: February
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Samuel Adams Crystal Pale Ale
This crisp, bright and bold pale ale is named
after Crystal hops grown in Oregon, which
give the beer its distinctive American hop
character. ABV: 5.3% Package: 12 oz.
bottles only Availability: January

Samuel Adams Cold Snap
Stirring from the haze of winter, this
refreshing unfiltered white ale awakens its
smooth wheat with the bright snap of spring
spices. From the subtle sweetness of
orange peel and plum to the peppery
bite of fresh ground coriander, the
blend of spices creates just the right
refreshing kick to signal that spring is on
its way. This beer is the perfect transition
from the spicy beers of winter to the
light, crisp beers of summer. ABV: 5.3%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and draught
Availability: January

Samuel Adams Double Bock
Samuel Adams Double Bock is brewed with
a half-pound of malt in each bottle, almost
enough for a loaf of bread. The strong
malt and caramel character creates a rich,
full-bodied lager with a deep mahogany
color and velvety smooth flavor. ABV: 9.5%
Packages: 22 oz. bottles and limited draught
Availability: February

Boulevard Chocolate Ale
with Raspberry
This medium-bodied amber
ale has a rich aroma
and flavor of chocolate,
augmented by bright
and tangy raspberry notes.
ABV: 9.1% Package: 750 ml
bottles only Availability: February

Shiner Birthday Beer
Cheers to 107 years! Shiner’s
Birthday Beer this year is a
traditional German-style pilsner,
brewed with Czech Saaz and
Hallertau hops. ABV: 5%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: December

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Innis & Gunn Vintage

Otter Creek Citra Mantra

Vintage is carefully matured for 100 days
in first-fill American bourbon casks. It has
been bottle-conditioned with the yeast to
leave a little sugar in the matured beer,
which means that over time the beer will
develop and change, becoming more
complex and richer the longer it is left.
ABV: 7.7% Packages: 1 PT and 9 oz.
bottles Availability: Limited quantities in
February, ask your Sales Representative

This spring seasonal made with Citra hops
is elevated by a clean fermenting lager
yeast that allows the subtle Pilsner,
Munich and Vienna malts to lay a
crisp, bready foundation. The citrus
and tropical fruit character of the Citra
hop comes from the kettle additions
followed by an additional dose of
hops from the fermenter. ABV: 5.75%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles, cans and draught
Availability: January

Ithaca Creeker
Though piney at the nose, Creeker
is all hops with little malt body and
intense citrus flavor with tropical
notes. Creeker has a floral aroma
and full-bodied mouth feel.
ABV: 9% Packages: 4pk bottles
and draught Availability: February

Ithaca
Daydreamer
This Kolsch style beer has a full flavor with a
strong pineapple-like aroma and a complex
fruity flavor. ABV: 6.6% Packages: New 4-6
12 oz. bottles and draught Availability: January

Rising Tide Cutter
Cutter has a West-Coast style hop profile
with notes of grapefruit, mango, papaya
and pine. ABV: 8.7% Package: 10 oz.
cans only Availability: January

Rising Tide Printemps
This Spring saison is fermented with a
blend of French and American yeast
strains. The ale is straw colored with
notes of peaches and hay, green tea
and pepper with a round mouth feel
and a dry malt finish. ABV: 6.5%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and draught
Availability: January

Long Trail Stand Out
Stand Out is the renewal of
the classic American pale
ale – brewed in the spirit of
adventure, and showcasing the
Equinox hop. This brand new hop
variety features complex fruity
and herbal notes. ABV: 5.2%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: February

NON-ALCOHOLIC OPTIONS
Red Bull and Sugar Free Red Bull
Red Bull Energy Drink is a functional beverage with
a unique combination of ingredients. It has been
specially developed for times of increased
mental and physical exertion. Red Bull Energy
Drink vitalizes body and mind, increases
performance, increases concentration
and reaction speed, improves vigilance,
improves the emotional status and stimulates
metabolism. Red Bull Energy Drink is also
available in SugarFree. Availability: Year-round
in 4pk 24/8.3 oz., 24/12 oz. and 24/8.3 oz.

Two Roads Rye 95
Deep in color, Rye 95 is complex and
fruity with notes of pear, lychee fruit and
spices with warming alcohol. Amarillo,
Mosaic and Hallertauer hops contribute
to its bold hop character and intense
fruitiness. ABV: 9.5% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: January

Red Bull Blue Editions
Blueberry (Blue), Cranberry (Red)
and Tropical (Yellow)
The line of Red Bull Energy
drinks now includes the Blue,
Red and Yellow editions. Each
flavor combines the boost
of Red Bull with the flavors
of blueberry, cranberry and
tropical fruits. Availability:
Year-round in 4pk 24/8.3 oz.
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.1 11

Programs

Coors Light
Postseason/
Home Bowl
The end of football season
is always celebrated with
the ultimate party for the
Big Game. There is a lot of
planning for party essentials
(beer, snacks, and soda) by
the host. This January and
February, feature Coors Light,
Coke and Ritz crackers to drive
conversion, increase basket
ring and provide quick and
simple shopping solutions.
The Home Bowl partnership of
the #1 soft drink, #1 snack
cracker and #2 beer in the
U.S. provides solutions for the
host and the guests.

Red Bull
Frozen Rush

Henry’s Hard Soda
Launch

It was just three years ago when
the only off-road Pro 4 truck race
on snow, Red Bull Frozen Rush, first
premiered on the slopes of Maine’s
Sunday River Ski Resort and it will
be during the first full week of 2016
when the world will once again
experience motorsports innovation
at its best. Temperatures will drop
to below freezing and the normally
warm weather 900-horsepower
engines and their drivers will battle
the elements to capture the coveted
first place crown.

Capitalize on FMB and craft soda
growth with Henry’s Hard Sodas!
Bring new male and female
consumers into the category by
supporting the national launch
of Henry’s Hard Soda available
in Ginger Ale and Orange in
January! There will be local
sampling events for six weeks so
consumers gain awareness of the
brand’s launch.

For more event information head to
redbull.com/frozenrush. Can’t make
it in person? You can catch all of the
action LIVE on Red Bull TV at 12:00
PM EST on Friday, January 8th and
as part of the Red Bull Signature
Series on NBC on January 30th.

In addition, the Henry’s Hard
Soda launch will be backed by
national TV advertising starting
in late January with the AFC
Championship game on CBS.
Momentum will continue by
surrounding the Super Bowl with
content on ESPN and online.
Print ads will be launched in a
mix of sports and entertainment
magazines and Henry’s Hard
Soda will also have a digital
presence in popular mobile
games, pop culture sites, and on
Gen-X relevant social sites like
Facebook and YouTube.

Dos Equis Most Interesting Winter
After a hard day ripping it up on the slopes, it’s always tempting to take the
“easy pass” and retire, but when you lean forward into the evening and dare to
go off piste, you’re always rewarded with much more interesting adventures! This
winter, Dos Equis offers ski-centric POS that will encourage consumers to pick
up the beer after hitting the slopes.
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Programs
The Great Keystone Catch
From February through April, Keystone takes to the water with yet another challenge
where size matters and so does smoothness. Keystone will connect with consumers and
celebrate their passion for fishing and good beer and invite them to engage in their own
D.I.Y. way. Consumers can create fish of epic-size proportions by building them from
Keystone Light cans. Because, fisherman or not, every guy loves the thrill of the catch,
the fun of bragging, and a beer or three. This program will feature out-of-home, digital
and social media support.

Pacifico: Proud
Sponsor of the
Burton U.S. Open
of Snowboarding
Celebrate National Margarita Day
with a CoronaRita
February 22nd is National Margarita
Day! Why not offer your customers a
CoronaRita to celebrate? CoronaRitas
are a combination of a traditional or
frozen margarita accompanied by an
upside down Coronita (Corona Extra
7 oz. bottle). The CoronaRita Clip
secures the Coronita to the margarita
glass and allows a subtle, yet distinct
Corona flavor to slowly seep into the
margarita while the cocktail is being
consumed. Margaritas are the #1
selling cocktail in the U.S. and Corona

Extra is the #1 import beer, so take
advantage of the combination of this
growing trend! CoronaRitas will attract
significant attention, encourage tradeup and provide incremental sales
opportunities that will add more profits
to your bottom line.

For the 4th consecutive year,
Pacifico is a proud sponsor
of the Burton U.S. Open of
Snowboarding hosted in Vail,
CO. This year, new, exciting
POS and a merchandising
bundle, inspired by the spirit
of discovery and the soul
of snowboard culture, will
be available. The Burton
U.S. Open takes place
from February 29th through
March 5th.
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Programs
Celebrate
St. Patrick’s Day with Coors Light
Stay lucky with Coors Light this St. Patrick’s
Day! Everyone has a little Irish in them on
St. Patty’s Day and Coors Light will
keep them refreshed all day so they
can share fun with friends, both
new and old, during the biggest
on-premise selling occasion of
the year. St. Patrick’s Day and the
opening day of March Madness are
on the same day this year and
consumers need a refreshing beer
– and a little luck – to make the
most out of this action-packed day.

Celebrate St. Pat’s with the Guinness
Family of Brands
This St. Patrick’s Day, a spotlight will be cast on
the legend, heritage and brewing credentials
of the Guinness brand. St. Patrick’s Day is
a huge celebration with 90% of drinkers
planning to celebrate. Drinkers today
want to know more about the beer they
drink and the stories behind them, and
Guinness is a brand with an interesting
history and great stories to tell.
This year, Guinness will bring drinkers
in for the celebration through television,
digital and PR, engaging consumers in the
stories of the Irish in America and connecting
them to the Guinness portfolio of beers. On social media, stories
of Guinness giving back to the community as well as the Guinness
legend will be shared.
At retail, engage the high-end shopper during a big beer holiday.
Leverage the attention that St. Patty’s Day brings to communicate
the credentials, rich brand heritage and substance of the
Guinness portfolio of beers.
Off-premise, celebrate the heritage of Guinness with large scale
displays featuring new branded POS. In mid-February, limited
edition Gilroy collectable cans will be released especially for the
holiday – the perfect edition to St. Pat’s displays.
On-premise, bring the legend of Guinness to life with visibility,
portfolio sampling and giveaways. Let consumers know that your
bar is the destination for St. Pat’s with new Guinness POS.
Showcasing the Guinness legend and brewing credentials will
drive return purchase throughout the year!
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Programs

Head Into Cinco Season with
Dos Equis
The Most Interesting Man in the World remains thirsty
for exploration. So heading into Cinco 2016, he is
gearing up for an extraordinary expedition to make
Cinco de Mayo even more intriguing for consumers. As
a result, he’s looking to give away his coveted collection
of interesting artifacts.
Eye-catching POS will drive consumers to purchase
Dos Equis leading up to and during the Cinco season,
making this Cinco de Mayo that much more interesting.

Corona Gets Us Closer to a Cure
In 2016 every purchase counts! This year, Corona will
continue to partner with the V Foundation by enhancing
the philanthropic message, “Your Corona Gets Us
Closer to a Cure.” Throughout the March Madness
time frame, Corona will donate a portion of proceeds
from each case of Corona Extra/Light sold, directly
to the V Foundation for cancer research. Leveraging
the universally recognized cause ribbon, along with
the newly developed “Don’t Give Up” logo, Corona will
continue to connect with basketball by utilizing hoop/
net materials to make it engaging and relevant to
consumers during March Madness.

Have A Champion in Your Corner
Watching a big fight with a beer is a classic bonding event
for many men. It’s a social catalyst that brings them closer
together; a “comfort zone” moment – being part of a group
of like-minded people, easy and free to be who they are.
The Champions Night campaign shows shoppers that
Tecate and Tecate Light are the authentic, bold choices that
capture their bicultural duality and celebrate their values and
roots.
Consumers will be looking for ways to turn casual gatherings
and viewing occasions into the best experience, and Tecate
will be their enabler with a fully supported program.
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RetailEDGE
The Bottom Line on Millennials
How Gen Y is impacting food and beverage decisions at retail
By George Latella

I thought it would be interesting to see how younger
Millennials are influencing many of the decisions that
we make with regard to products, packaging and supply
chain. As a parent and professor of Millennials, I think I
am in a good position to discuss this topic. And based
on what I’ve seen over the past few years, I think the
generation of students we are putting out will make
the world a better place by forcing us to make better
business decisions.
Everyone’s heard of “The Bottom Line” in business. Those
of us who went to school in the 60s, 70s and 80s were
told that “the goal of any company is to make a profit”.
In 2015, we now teach our students about “The Triple
Bottom Line”. Others refer to this as “People, Planet and
Profits”. In other words, we need to worry about more
than just money.
I believe there are three reasons why we work. One is to
“Earn” the second to “Learn” and the third to “Affirm”.
We need to make money to provide for ourselves and our
family, we need to grow and mature in our careers, and
we need to do things that support who we are and what
we care about. Many younger consumers are applying this
same thought process to the products they buy and the
companies they support.
Many of your younger customers want to know the
following:
Where products come from and what goes into them.
The working conditions of the people that grow, ship,
make and sell the products.
What companies are doing to save our natural resources.
How they are minimizing the impact on the environment.
What they are doing to “give back”.
Food and beverage companies are going to “clean labels”
which means less ingredients and real ingredients. In
other words, if we look at a label and can’t pronounce the
ingredient, it is probably not good for us.

Consumers also want to know how the people who
“touch” the product through the supply chain, or
deliver the service on/off premise are treated.
Are they paid a living wage?
Do the farmers earn a fair profit?
How many “food miles” do the raw materials travel from
the farm to the processing plant, to the manufacturing
plant, to your location?
How are the raw materials grown that go into the
beverages and food you sell?
What is done with the byproducts of the ingredients and
packaging?
How are you helping the community?
So what does this mean for you and your business?
You need to understand how your young employees,
vendors, suppliers and customers think about these
topics. This could be as simple as talking and listening to
them directly, doing some secondary research on the topic
on the internet or hiring someone to conduct some basic
marketing research for you. Then, adjust your operations
and marketing strategy based on your findings.
Whether you are an on-premise or an off-premise
establishment, you need to make sure that you
understand this group of consumers and build your
products, merchandising and marketing programs around
how they live. It will positively impact your bottom line!

George Latella teaches Food Marketing at Saint Joseph’s University in Philadelphia. Food Marketing, the largest major at Saint Joe’s,
recently celebrated its 50th anniversary. Latella is also a partner in Beacon Marketing Group which provides marketing planning,
research and e-commerce/direct marketing communications for food and beverage companies. He can be reached at glatella@sju.edu
or 610-660-2254.
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Burke BeerBLOG
Nitros Old and New
By Patricia Sheehan

A

nyone who’s ever ordered a
Guinness in a busy pub around
here on St. Patrick’s Day knows
that it’s going to take a while to pour,
and not just because of the throngs
of people drinking the black stuff. The
wait is worth it, because watching a
Guinness as it charges through the
glass and settles into a proper pint
is a beautiful thing. The tiny bubbles
seem to fall in sheets down the walls
of the glass instead of up them, before
eventually settling into a dense white
head on top of the black beer. This
“cascade effect” takes place because
of the atypical serving methods that go
into a pint of Guinness on nitro.
Nitro pours are dubbed as such
because the addition of nitrogen gas
to the standard carbon dioxide “beer
gas.” This creates an ideal blend that’s

a Guinness, it also “cascades” down
the walls of the glass, but in luminous
hazy-orange sheets. Intense floral and
citrus aromas are immediately present,
and the nose carries into the taste.
This is where the inert nature of the
nitrogen allows the esters, spices,
and expressive hop characteristics to
take center stage. Those tiny nitrogen
bubbles contribute a softness to
cushion the strength of the flavors. It’s
a classic witbier but with an elemental
(ba-dum ching!) difference that really
changes how the beer is tasted.
This new offering is also available in
package. Sam’s invention of a special
widget secured to the bottom of the
can makes it easy to bring that Nitro
draft experience home – you just pop
the can and pour it straight down into
the glass, the widget does the heavy
lifting for you.

Every year as St. Patrick’s Day rolls
around, it’s a reminder that spring
is truly right around the corner. It’s a
burst of levity and an excuse to get
together with friends and family at the
end of a long, cold winter. Drinking
Guinness on St. Patrick’s Day is
tradition – like fireworks on the Fourth
of July, or taking a tree out to dinner
on Arbor Day. It’s just as home in a
crowded, lively pub as it is paired with
a hearty beef stew at family dinner.
Guinness beats the drum, but there
are increasingly more options brewed
specifically to be poured with nitrogen.
For a different way to shake off winter’s
chill, consider adding another nitro line
to try some of the new nitro styles that
are being brewed right now. No matter
what you drink on the holiday, here’s
hoping that it’s full of music, laughter,
kinship and of course, beer.

“No matter what you drink on the holiday, here’s hoping that it’s
full of music, laughter, kinship and of course, beer.“
been formulated to pour beer from
kegs that have been pressurized with
nitrogen. Nitrogen contributes to the
creamy, full head on a Guinness, as
the gas is mostly insoluble in liquid.
This causes much smaller, denser
bubbles to cling together at the top
after their turbulent journey through
the center and walls of a curvy
Guinness pint glass. The agitation of
these bubbles through the pouring
and settling of the liquid shows the
unusual current that the beer takes
when poured into a certain shape of
glass at the right angle. There’s definite
skill and care that goes into pouring
a perfect pint of Guinness, which is
something that anyone who’s been
to the pubs in Greater Boston knows
all about.
As close as it is with Atomic Number
7, Dublin’s dry Irish Stout isn’t the
only beer to experiment with the gas.
Sam Adams has recently introduced
their Belgian-style White Nitro. Like

If Belgian-style wheat is an interesting
new choice for a nitro line, an IPA
is right there with it. Not content to
dabble only in Irish Stouts, Guinness
has brewed a nitro IPA. It features
several different American hops
varieties but is rooted firmly in the
English brewing tradition. Toasted and
caramel malt flavors stand equally
with the hops. It does a great job
representing British cask ales both on
draft and in their nitro cans.
The story shouldn’t end there, and
it doesn’t. Murphy’s is another stout
that does Ireland proud, but it’s
a touch sweeter. The sweetness
encourages the chocolate, coffee
and caramel malt flavors to assert
themselves. Many New England
craft breweries like Long Trail, Peak
Organic, Otter Creek and Rapscallion
will occasionally brew batches meant
for nitro lines, and the styles range
from all sorts of different stouts and
porters to white ales and IPAs.
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89 Teed Drive
Randolph, MA 02368
781-986-6300

Coors Light NHL Playoffs
Only Coors Light, the Official Beer of the Stanley
Cup Playoffs, goes to great lengths to keep
consumers refreshed throughout the excitement and
celebration. The NHL playoffs attract 317 million
viewers, and NHL fans drink more beer than fans of
any other sport. Thirty-one percent of Coors Light
loyalists watch NHL on network or cable TV. With
NHL playoff games happening frequently, it’s a good
reason to celebrate with a Coors Light!

Celebrate St Paddy’s Day with
MillerLite
St. Paddy’s is the holiday everyone loves to celebrate
and it’s a chance for all to be Irish for a day! MillerLite
wants to inspire consumers to start and continue their
celebration with Miller Lite – a Fine Paddy’s Day pilsner
– during this biggest on-premise selling occasion of
the year!

